
Appliance quick set-up guide. 

  Commissioning & registration. 

    Servicing and maintenance. 

 
 

This document & the appliance manual must be left with the end user  

+ 



Commissioning this Heat Pump 

The quick start settings below will allow commissioning of the appliance. The settings prescribed are a 

starting point and may not meet the requirements for a given system.  

It is the obligation of the installer, to ensure any settings and adjustments made to this appliance suit 

both the specifics of the installation and requirements of their clients.  

Installers must familiarise with all aspects and potential of this appliance by reference to the full manual  

Heat IQ  accept no liability for issues arising from incorrect installation, and or set up or use of this appliance. 

Quick start - commissioning process        

 Apply this guide in conjunction with the supplied comprehensive manual supplied  

Ensure the HP is level on both planes / confirm that attached system pressure is between 1.2 and 1.5 bar  

This HP is equipped with a crankcase oil heater. Power must be turned on with the HP 

compressor dormant for a minimum of two hours prior to  first operation . 

Step 1 

At the HP control. Enter the service parameters as set out on Page  23 of the manual  

Heating only Heating  & hot water 

In Service parameters 

Set SF05 to  “YES” 

Set SF13 to  “Keyboard “ 

Set SF14 to  “Remote” 

Set ST 26 to  160 Hrs 

Set  ST 27 to  67 Degrees 

In Service parameters 

Set SF05 to  “No” 

Set SF14 to  “Remote” 

Now Escape from the service parameters and return to the main screen  

We recommend the filling loop be fitted with a pressure limiting valve included be left active for the 

first 48 hours to allow the system to fully discharge any trapped air  After which it should be left dis-

connected. In a way which will allow the user to  top up the system if required . 



Quick Start  guide continues 

Step 2               Set a demand for heat at one of the attached system zone controls /programmer  

After a couple of minutes time delay the associated manifold actuator/s will open after a further few 

minutes time delay the system will make a  call for the HP to start up. 

Alternatively, for a radiator system set a call for heat from the programmable thermostat. 

The HP will then go into the start cycle, first the heating demand icon then the pump icon 

then the fan and compressor icons will be displayed. As the unit sarts. 

Step 3                       Set the system heating set point in the user settings 

Do this by setting ST02 ( user settings heating  set point) to the required set point   

For UFH ST02 should be set 5 Deg  below prescribed delivery temperature in the system design or if no 

temperature was given you could start with 40° as a default :  

It is important to note that the ST02 set point is controlled on the return to the HP—Not the flow                

for stable efficient operation the manifold pump station thermo heads must be set   to the stated input 

temperature given in the system design (or a s a default where not provided to between 42/45 deg) 

 

For radiator systems the radiators should have been sized to cope with as low a deliver temperature as 

possible,  Noting this is the return 50 Deg,  is a reasonable target—ST02 must not exceed 55 degrees in 

any case  

Tip  in heating operation, after a period of around 10 minutes the HP output and inlet temperatures  

should have around  a 5 ° differential. 

For Heating only systems HP Quick set up is now complete  - *see note at foot of page . 

 

         For heating and hot water systems, move on to Step 4 on the next page.  

It is important to note that this quick set up guide is to assist in commissioning the appliance it is not a definitive 

set up for any system. As the installer it is your responsibility to read the manual and understand the appliance , its 

principals of operation and the various features and options available to apply .  

This document & the appliance manual must be left with the end user  



This HP allows for input from the hot water be fully managed, including input from the cylinder element . 

    ST 09 is the user set temp for DHW. 

    ST 10 is the differential point below ST 09 when the compressor will re activate.  

    ST 20 is the factory setting at which the compressor stops and the element takes over 

Sequence of operation 
The HP will engage to heat hot water when the temperature  at the cylinder is ST09  -  ST10. Once the HP 

has risen the cylinder temperature to ST20 ( *A factory parameter setting - Default = 50 ) the HP will stop and 

the cylinder element will be activated until the cylinder temp becomes  ST09. 

          Note; For maximum energy efficiency the element will only trigger once after each HP run, it will  

 not re engage again until the compressor has been re engaged. 

If the element were set up to re engage again before the compressor the cylinder would be continually 

electrically heated keeping the HP out of the heat cycle. 

 

Quick set up Continues - for DHW included systems. 
 

Step 4,   Place the DHW sensor in the lowest sensor position on the cylinder.  

With stratification of the cylinder, a sensor placed here will pick up Temperature drop quicky as it is 

more influenced by the incoming cold feed. 

 

Step 5,   Set ST09, The cylinder operating temperature.   

We recommend no higher than 60 and the lower the better for system efficiency a good starting point is 

55 It’s a user setting so You can easily step it up!  

Note : this setting is the target at the bottom of your cylinder stratification will result in the top of the 

cylinder being significantly higher than this set point. 

 

Step 6, *In the factory settings, change ST20 from the default 50° to 45°  

This is adjusted because, although 50 degrees is easily achieved at the mid position f a coiled cylinder it is 

not as achievable at the lower point of the cylinder  where we are sensing the temperature. In effect  the 

setting of 45 here is the equivalent of  a setting at 50 with a mid position sensor (our probe must not be 

placed in the middle) 

 

Step 7,  Set the Differential, ST10. to 7° 

This is going to prevent short cycling of the HP so we recommend a minimum of 5 ° and suggest you use 

a starting set point of 7° 

This set point is difficult to give definitively. it may require adjustment to suit the end users activity.  

By setting the DHW system as described above, the HP will trigger when water is drawn guaranteeing 
low energy HP input is maximized, and consequently the DHW element triggered as required.  

 
 



 

Time Programming of the DHW system 

Now you have the Domestic Hot Water heating system active. You have an     option to set 

two daily timed periods  for  DHW input. For efficiency we         recommend you do so. 

As a Default set the Hot water system timer for 6AM through to 9 AM and again from 3pm 

through to 9 PM (Though this is a good default you may wish to alter the timing 

to suit the individual needs of the user) 

 

Step 8  To set the timed periods find TR10 HW Time Zone in the User settings and set the 

programmed Hot water heating time periods (you will need to re enter them for each day)  

Hot water Programming is now complete. 

 

 

Legionella Protection 

To complete the commissioning you must apply Legionella protection The HP 

will trigger the DHW cylinder element once every  ST26  to a temperature of ST27 in the 

Service parameter settings. 

ST26 should be set to a max of 160 Hr’s to comply with NZ Code  

If you already set ST 26 and ST 27 while on Page 1  then there is nothing more to do, if not 

please set as prescribed above. 

 

  Your Done! Set up is complete.  
Please Don’t forget to submit the commissioning data for the Extended 5 Year Warranty 

Standard warranty is 3 Years.   

5 Years only with fully completed commissioning data submitted. 



Servicing  
This appliance and the attached system require periodic maintenance both by 

the user and a service engineer.  

User Maintenance. Always with the appliance in an off mode  

From time to time the outer case of this appliance should be wiped down with a wet cloth 

and detergent to remove any dirt build up. Once clean we recommend the outer case is 

treated with a wax polish (as you would use on a car)  

Remove any leaves and debris that build up around the base.  

Ensure the HP forward facing fan is able to discharge into free space do not place shrubs or 

other obstacles within 1.5 m of the appliance. 

Service  Maintenance. At 12 monthly intervals  

Isolate the HP and electrically and mechanically.   

Remove and clean out the inlet Y strainer cartridge. *Check for Bio deposits.   

Visually inspect both the external valving and components withing the front  inspection 

cover.  Pay particular attention to AAV and pressure relief valves,   replace any failing com-

ponent. 

Using a compressor blow out any debris from the evaporator coil. Also extract any debris 

that has built up inside the case base. And make sure the base drain if free of blockages. 

For harsh coastal environments apply a protector such as CRC soft seal to vulnerable com-

ponents 

Inspect and rectify any Insulation missing from external pipework. 

Visually inspect the attached system ensure the system pressure is being maintained with-

out constant top up ,  clean any installed filters  test and set the correct inhibitor level.   

*Add Biocide if required 

Run the appliance and check its operation (including in hot water mode where applicable)  

 

For the benefit of future service engineers or a need to make 

a warranty claim, please maintain a service record on site. 


